The effect of olivocochlear bundle transection on tuning curves and acoustic distortion products.
A growing body of research suggests that the efferent innervation to the cochlea, the olivocochlear bundle (OCB), may modulate the mechanical function of the cochlea. However, the role of tonic OCB input in cochlear function remains poorly understood. The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of tonic efferent input on cochlear mechanics, by transecting the entire OCB in guinea pigs, and observing changes in tuning curves and acoustic distortion products. The OCB was transected by avulsing the inferior vestibular nerve as it enters the internal auditory canal of the right bulla. Auditory brainstem response (ABR) thresholds, ABR tuning curves, and acoustic distortion products were measured before and after surgery. Successful transection of the OCB was verified histochemically. Results revealed no consistent changes in tuning curves or in the growth functions of the distortion products. To the extent that these measures reflect cochlear mechanical nonlinearities, it is concluded that tonic OCB input is not necessary for grossly normal cochlear mechanical function in the 10-kHz region of the guinea pig cochlea. It thus seems unlikely that the efferents are involved in establishing a "set point" for cochlear operation.